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Abstract
“En mér eru nú margir þeir hlutir auðsýnir”: prophecy as literary motif and historical
source in the Vínland sagas
Grænlendinga saga and Eiríks saga Rauða are two Íslendingasögur that are commonly
referred to as the Vínland sagas. These two texts narrate the exploration journeys to
Vínland, Helluland, and Markland and have been extensively studied in the scope of
travel narrative and ethnography. These two sagas also contain supernatural episodes of
spá, or prophecy. However, apart from chapter 4 of Eiríks saga Rauða which narrates of
a völva and her spá and has been extensively studied by scholars, other spá episodes have
received less attention, namely chapter 5 of Grænlendinga saga and chapter 6 of Eiríks
saga Rauða. Therefore, this thesis seeks to examine the völva section alongside the other
lesser known spá episodes. Drawing on various sources, such as saga literature, secular
law codes, and archaeology, this thesis examines spá, both as a narrative device used in
the Vínland sagas to convey didactic messages and create dramatic tension, and as a tool
to investigate pre-Christian beliefs regarding völur and draugar. At the end, these two
aspects are compared to conclude that while spá is mainly used in the Vínland sagas as
literary device, the sagas together are also a valuable source in researching pre-Christian
beliefs.
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Útdráttur
“En mér eru nú margir þeir hlutir auðsýnir”: spásagnir sem bókmenntalegt minni og
sagnfræðileg heimild í Vínlandssögunum
Grænlendinga saga og Eiríks saga rauða eru stundum nefndar Vínlandssögur en þar segir
frá landkönnunarleiðöngrum til Vínlands, Hellulands og Marklands. Þessar frásagnir hafa
verið rannsakaðar rækilega frá sjónarhóli ferðabókmennta og þjóðlýsinga. Enn fremur
geyma þessar sögur yfirnáttúruleg fyrirbæri á borð við spásagnir. Enda þótt völvan í 4.
kafla Eiríks sögu rauða og spádómur hennar hafi orðið fræðimönnum mikið
rannsóknarefni þá hafa aðrar spásagnir hlotið minni athygli, eins og efni 5. kafla
Grænlendingasögu og 6. kafla Eiríks sögu rauða. Í þessari ritgerð er þess vegna leitast við
að greina spásögn völvunnar í samanburði við aðrar minna þekktar spásagnir. Leitað er
fanga í Íslendingasögum, lögum og fornleifum og spásagnir greindar bæði sem
frásagnaraðferð sem notuð er í Vínlandssögunum til að miðla boðskap og skapa spennu
og sem tækifæri til að skyggnast inn í forna trú á völvur og drauga. Rannsókn frá þessum
tveimur sjónarhornum leiðir til þeirrar niðurstöðu að enda þótt spásagnir í
Vínlandssögunum séu fyrst og fremst notaðar sem bókmenntalegt verkfæri geti sögurnar
í heild engu að síður talist gagnleg heimild við rannsóknir á trúarbrögðum fyrir tíma
kristninnar.
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1.Introduction
Grænlendinga saga and Eiríks saga Rauða are two independent sagas that are commonly
referred to as a group with the term Vínland sagas. These two sagas are part of the
Íslendingasögur genre since they are set between the 10th and the 11th century and they
narrate the story of the first settlers of Iceland and their close descendants. In particular,
the Vínland sagas are renowned because they narrate the exploration journeys to Vínland,
which most scholars consider to be North America.1 For this reason these two sagas have
been the subject of extensive studies in the field of travel narrative and ethnography, since
scholars have attempted to associate the native people portrayed in the texts, the
Skrælingar, with actual native populations of North America.2 However, in the scope of
this thesis, the location of Vínland and the identity of the Skrælingar are not important,
as I am going to focus on a less studied aspect of these sagas, that is the supernatural
elements in connection to spá, or prophecy.
Granted, the episode narrated in chapter 4 of Eiríks saga Rauða has been widely
debated since it presents us with the most detailed description of a völva and her spá.
However, this is the only passage in connection to spá that has been extensively studied,
whereas less attention has been given to other episodes of spá, namely chapter 5 of
Grænlendinga saga and 6 of Eiríks saga Rauða. Therefore, my goal for this thesis is to
investigate the völva section alongside the other less known spá episodes in order to
examine how spá is used in the Vínland sagas both as a literary device and as a historical
source; this study will also demonstrate whether spá is the product of a remembrance of
pre-Christian practices or if it is just a narrative device. However, before moving on to
the first chapter, it is important to address both the Vínland sagas as separate texts.
1.1 The same story?
Grænlendinga saga and Eiríks saga Rauða are often considered to be the narration of one
cohesive story since they share many of the same characters and situations. However, in
spite of these similarities, the two texts vastly differ in terms of narrative style, purpose,
and chronology. The two sagas often contradict each other or disagree on details:3 for

1

For example, some scholars identify Vínland with North Africa (Sverrir Jakobsson: 2012:513).
Williamsen: 2005; Sverrir Jakobsson: 2012; et al.
3
Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:31.
2
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example, the two sagas attribute the discovery of Vínland to two different characters, to
Bjarni Herjolfsson in Grænlendinga saga and to Leifr heppni in Eiríks saga Rauða.
Overall, according to scholars Magnus Magnusson and Hermann Pálsson, neither of the
sagas have survived in its original form and probably derive as a retelling of an older saga
that is now lost.4 Additionally, the first chapters of both sagas are not original material
but are interpolations from Landnámabók.5
Of the two sagas, Grænlendinga saga is thought to be the oldest and it was
probably compiled at the beginning of the 13th century.6 The oldest surviving version is
found in the 14th century Flateyjarbók (GKS 1005 fol.) as part of another saga, Óláfs saga
Tryggvasonar en mesta.7 The literary style of Grænlendinga saga is quite different from
its counterpart, since it is less sophisticated and its primary purpose is to amuse the reader
with features from folk-tales, such as draugar and fylgjur, which are usually sensational
and eerie.8
On the other hand, the style of Eiríks saga Rauða imitates the style of other 14th
century Íslendingasögur, such as Egils saga Skallagrímssonar and Brennu-Njáls saga,
through a more refined use of lexicon and content and a higher level of cohesion of the
plot.9 According to Magnus Magnusson and Hermann Pálsson, Eiríks saga Rauða was
probably written as a revision of Grænlendinga saga,10 and it survives in two different
versions contained in Hauksbók (AM 544 4to; 14th century) and Skálholtsbók (AM 557
4to; 15th century). Of the two, the Hauksbók manuscript has been considered to be the
closest to the original for a long time, since its prose was loftier and more complex.11
However, in 1944, a study conducted by the Swedish scholar Sven Jansson on the two
manuscripts revealed that the Hauksbók version had extensively been altered by Hauk
Erlendsson and his secretaries.12 The purpose of such editing was to give to the saga a
more polished style in line with other Íslendingasögur and to enhance the figures of
Þorfinnr Karlsefni and Guðríðr Þorbjarnardóttir, from whom Haukur Erlendsson
4

Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:32.
Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:31-32.
6
Helgi Porláksson: 2001:63.
7
Helgi Porláksson: 2001:64.
8
Grænlendinga saga, 5, 6. Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:37-38.
9
Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:38.
10
Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:34.
11
Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:30.
12
Jansson: 1944:9.
5
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descended.13 Thus, from 1944 onwards, Skálholtsbók has been considered the most
reliable of the two versions since it does not seem like its scribe edited or altered the text
in any meaningful way.14 Therefore, the Skálholtsbók version of Eiríks saga Rauða is the
one taken into consideration for this thesis.
1.2 Thesis structure
First, I will focus on how spá is used in general in the Íslendingasögur as a narrative
technique, in order to create a frame of reference for the following chapters. In this
chapter, I will not focus on spá alone but on various techniques used in Íslendingasögur
to express foreknowledge. Therefore, I will mostly use the terms “foreknowledge” and
“foreshadowing” to refer to the different methods by which foreknowledge can be
obtained. This chapter will also explore the notion that fate must be fulfilled, regardless
of its personal cost. Secondly, I will move on to secular legal codes to investigate whether
there was an actual belief in spá before and after the Conversion and if so, how this spá
was obtained and what the attitude towards it may have been. I will then move on to the
actual extracts from the Vínland sagas. First, I will analyse the völva passage from chapter
4 of Eiríks saga Rauða in order to determine what function her figure and her spá serve
in the narrative; then, moving on to chapter 5 of Grænlendinga saga and 6 of Eiríks saga
Rauða I will study the figure of the undead and its narrative function in connection to spá.
Lastly, drawing on the archaeological record and legal texts, I will focus on the same
sections; first, to investigate whether the völva and her spá have a parallel in historical
figures and beliefs from pre-Christian Scandinavia, and secondly, to see if a concern
regarding the dead rising and coming back to haunt the living existed, and, if so, how
people dealt with it.

13
14

Jansson: 1944:9.
Magnus Magnusson, Hermann Pálsson: 1965:31.
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2. Foreknowledge in the Íslendingasögur
2.1 The literary function of foreknowledge in the Íslendingasögur
The way in which we enjoy stories varies from person to person: we all know those people
who cannot even start a book without first reading the last page, and those that would
rather abstain from social interaction in order to avoid “spoilers”. Nowadays, with the
seemingly daily increase in social media platforms, concern over the risk of spoilers for
our favourite piece of narrative media is extremely high. This would seem to indicate that
the enjoyment of a narrative is not strictly related to knowing the plot beforehand and that
any form of foreknowledge would prevent us from being entertained. But is that really
the case? According to a study conducted by researchers at the University of San Diego,
it seems not.15 819 participants of mixed gender were asked to rate, in terms of enjoyment,
three different stories that had been doctored: one was introduced by a summary of the
whole story, another had consistent foreshadowing in the texts, and the third did not give
any information away until the ending. Overall, the result showed a significant preference
towards spoiled stories over the unspoiled ones. According to the researchers, this is due
to the fact that knowing the whole plot in advance would “allow readers to organize
developments, anticipate the implications of events, and resolve ambiguities that occur in
the course of reading”.16 Indeed, it is true that most people enjoy rereading and rewatching the same books and movies over and over again, thus discovering various details
that would have otherwise gone unnoticed. Moreover, foreknowledge would allow people
to focus on the plot as a whole, instead of just on the ending.
When it comes to the Íslendingasögur, in my opinion, we can no longer talk of
spoilers or anticipations as intended in a modern way but rather as a form of
foreshadowing. As Theodore Andersson has argued, foreknowledge of the plot is
necessary in order to make the reader focus his attention on the unfolding of the story as
a whole and not on the ending alone.17 Hence, according to Andersson, anticipation
should not be viewed as giving away crucial plot points, but as a way to remove the
interest from the ending, creating what he calls a “distribution of interest over the whole

15

Leavitt, Christenfeld: 2001.
Leavitt, Christenfeld: 2001:1153.
17
Andersson: 1967:49.
16
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text”.18 Moreover, it is my opinion that the audience of the Íslendingasögur was probably
already familiar to some degree with the matter at hand, as the same stories probably
circulated around Iceland. When the pool of stories is fairly restricted and everyone is
somewhat familiar with them, it is feasible to argue that the interest was not in the ending
itself, as it would be with a new novel, for example, but in how the events leading up to
that moment had been constructed. The technique of foreshadowing is therefore widely
used in Íslendingasögur, although in several different ways. Moreover, according to Paul
Schach, even though the use appears to be fairly consistent within the sagas, it is not
present with the same frequency nor used in the same way.19
Overall, as argued by Lise Præstgaard Andersen, two different types of
foreshadowing can be found in the sagas: prefiguration and anticipation.20 As I will
analyse in more detail below, the term prefiguration indicates an allegorical
representation of a future event; it is a parallel between two events in a saga that evolve
in a similar manner.21 On the other hand, anticipation involves all forms of foreshadowing
that offer to the audience a foreknowledge or a foreboding.22
First, we talk of prefiguration when the author creates a parallel between two
events that happen at different times. This technique is considered more refined than
anticipation and it originates from Latin exegetical literature.23 In the sagas, the use of
this technique varies from simple references to a character’s particular trait that will
prove to be crucial later on in the text, to complex parallels that have an allegorical
meaning and that could seem meaningless at first. An example of a simpler form of
prefiguration is found in chapter 13 of Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar, when we are told
that Þorsteinn hét, manna fríðastr ok sterkr maðr, raddmaðr mikill (“Þorsteinn was
called, a strong man and the fairest among men, a man with a great voice”).24 This would
apparently seem an average description of a noteworthy saga character; Þorsteinn’s
remarkable singing qualities are pointed out with the term raddmaðr mikill. Nothing
comes of it until chapter 87, when his signing abilities are functional to the story, since a
18

Andersson: 1967:49.
Schach: 1989:22.
20
Præstgaard Andersen: 1976: 176.
21
Præstgaard Andersen: 1976: 177, 187.
22
Præstgaard Andersen: 1976: 181, 187.
23
Schach: 1989:12.
24
Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar, 13, p.34; translation mine.
19
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woman falls in love with him after listening to rǫdd svá fagra, at hon kallaðisk enga slíka
heyrt hafa (“a voice so beautiful, that she said she had never heard one like it”).25 This
episode marks the beginning of the love story between the two characters, which is the
end of the saga. We can therefore observe that a detail that could seem fairly insignificant
at the beginning proves later on to be key to the final resolution of the saga.
Prefiguration is used extensively in other Íslendingasögur as well (Præstgaard
Andersen proposed Egils saga Skallagrímssonar as an example in her article).26 Ian
Maxwell has argued that from chapter 34 of Brennu-Njáls saga it is already possible to
grasp how the plot will develop.27 At Gunnar and Hallgerðr’s wedding, Gunnarr sits
between Njáll and his sons on one side, and Þráinn Sigfússon, Valgarðr, and Mörðr on
the other.28 This detail that would at first glance seem inconsequential actually shows the
dynamics that will follow the event; that is, the feud between one set of guests with the
other. In my opinion, previous knowledge of the entire plot is absolutely necessary to
understand the dramatic irony concealed in the seating arrangement. Foreknowledge of
the story is needed to perceive the prefiguration. Indeed, this foreshadowing does not
spoil the story, but rather it creates a climactic tension that is perceived only by those that
are already familiar with it.
Anticipation is the other form of foreshadowing according to Præstgaard
Andersen’s article, and the most common technique in the Íslendingasögur.29 Overall, the
foreshadowing of anticipation is expressed in different forms in saga literature: curses,
prophecies, objects, and dreams. In the following paragraphs I will analyse those forms
of foreshadowing that I consider the most relevant in relation to the Íslendingasögur.
First, curses are often found in Íslendingasögur to convey information on the plot. For
example, in Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar, Grettir is cursed by the revenant Glámr after
having defeated him:
En þat má ek segja þér, at þú hefir nú fengit helming afls þess ok
þroska, er þér var ætlaðr, ef þú hefðir mik ekki fundit… Þú munt verða útlægr

25

Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar, 87, p.274; translation mine.
Seven of which are analysed in Præstgaard Andersen:1976.
27
Maxwell: 1957:28-29.
28
Brennu-Njáls saga, 34.
29
Præstgaard Andersen: 1976: 181, 187.
26
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gǫrr ok hljóta jafnan úti at búa einn samt. Þá legg ek þat á við þik, at þessi
augu sé þér jafnan fyrir sjónum, sem ek ber eptir, ok mun þér þá erfitt þykkja
einum at vera, ok mun það þér til dauða draga.
“And I must tell you that you now have got half the strength and
manhood that you would have gained, if you had not encountered me… You
will become an outlaw and will always dwell abroad all alone. Then I cast
this spell on you, that you will always see my eyes before you, and it will be
difficult for you to be alone, and this will bring you to your death”.30
This brief passage reveals how the plot is going to develop. Glámr’s curse covers the main
points of the story, which sees Grettir becoming progressively unluckier and never
stronger, nyctophobic, outlawed and eventually prematurely dead. As argued by
Theodore Andersson,31 the focus here is not on Grettir’s unfortunate ending but on the
unfolding of the curse throughout the story: the audience’s interest is not in how the saga
is going to finish but in which way Glámr’s curse will bring the saga to an end. Therefore,
the curse creates tension and distributes interest homogenously in the saga.
Secondly, omens, predictions and prophecies also serve the same purpose, as they
reveal in advance information about future events. They are distinct from curses as they
tend to be neutral rather than harmful to the receiver. It is an almost retelling of something
obvious, that is neither good nor bad for the speaker, although the same cannot be said
for the receiver of such prophecy. In my opinion, in Vatsndæla saga we see an example
of this behaviour, when the völva prophesies Ingimundr’s future, although he has no
desire to know it; even when Ingimundr almost threatens to strike her, she simply replies
“hún kvað þetta eigi þurfa að reiðimálum gera… Hún kvað nú svá búið vera mundu hvát
er honum þætti vel eða illa” (“She said that there was no need for angry words… She said
now that things would have gone as she had stated, whether he liked it or not”).32 In my
opinion, the völva’s statement demonstrates that prophecies are impartial, since they
cannot be uttered with ill intent, they simply are because prophecies are connected to the
idea of immutable fate, that I will explore in further detail in the next subchapter. Overall,

30

Grettis saga Ásmundarsonar, 35, p.121; translation mine.
Andersson: 1967:49.
32
Vatsndæla saga, 10, p.29; translation mine.
31
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prophecies are a simple method to convey foreknowledge to the audience. Once more,
the author is creating tension through an early revelation.
Thirdly, this episode from Vatsndæla saga also contains another type of
foreshadowing, one that is linked to objects. The völva reveals to Ingimundr that he will
find the amulet that he is missing when he settles in Iceland, and therefore the amulet is
here used as a “signal to a future development”.33 This method of anticipation is found in
other sagas as well, such as Víga-Glúms saga, when Vigfúss parts with Glúmr with these
words:
Svá segir mér hugr um, at vit sjáimsk eigi síðan, en einkagripi vil ek þér gefa,
feld ok spjót ok sverð, er vér hǫfum mikinn trúnað á haft frændr; ok meðan
þú átt gripina vænti ek at þú týnir eigi virðingu, en þá em ek hræddr um, ef
þú lógar þeim.
“I think that we will not see each other again, but I want to give you special
gifts, a cloak, a spear, and a sword, which our family has had much trust in.
While you have these things, I expect that you will not lose your honour, but
if you ever part with them, then I fear for you”.34
Once more, the hero’s fate is foreshadowed at the beginning of the saga, in chapter 6.
Hereafter, the audience knows that Glúmr will eventually part from these three objects,
and that, as soon as this happens, his honour will wane. Glúmr’s fate is therefore linked
to these objects, just as Ingimundr’s was connected to the little statuette.
Lastly, the most extensively used form of foreshadowing that is found in the
Íslendingasögur is dreams. Dreams are particularly interesting as they belong outside of
the sphere of everyday realism and are therefore not bound to the rules of our world.35
This would explain why most saga characters who receive prophetic dreams do not
otherwise possess any magical powers:36 in the corpus of the Íslendingasögur,
oniromancy is never associated with magic practitioners.37 According to Gianna Chiesa
Isnardi, anyone can receive foreknowledge while sleeping since sleep is a condition
33

Andersson: 1967:52.
Víga-Glúms saga, 6, p.19; translation mine.
35
Hallberg: 1956:72.
36
Chiesa Isnardi: 2015:168.
37
Dillman: 2006:44.
34
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similar to death, and would therefore put them “in contatto con il mondo dell’aldilà” (“in
contact with the other world”).38 However, I only partially agree with Chiesa Isnardi’s
opinion on this matter, since I do not think that sleep and prophetic dreams can always be
associated with a pre-mortem state. In Laxdæla saga we do find an example that supports
Chiesa Isnardi’s statement:
Þat er sagt einhverja nótt at meyna Herdísi dreymði at kona kæmi at henni…
Ekki sýndisk henni konan sviplig. Hon tók til orða: “Seg þú það ǫmmu þinni,
at mér hugnar illa við hana, því at hon brǫltir allar nætr á mér ok fellir á mik
dropa svá heita, at ek brenn af ǫll. En því segi ek þér til þessa, at mér líkar til
þín nǫkkuru betr”.
“It is said that one night the maid Herdís dreamt that a woman came to her…
The woman looked displeased. She said: “Tell your grandmother [Guðrún]
that I am not pleased with her, because she tosses on me all night, and her
tears fall on me, which are so hot, that I burn all over. This is why I am telling
you this, because I like you somewhat better”.39
When Herdís reports this dream to her grandmother Guðrún, it is interpreted as a good
token. Where the lady said she was being disturbed, they find old bones that they then
move somewhere else. In this instance, Herdís does receive knowledge from beyond the
grave; however, this dream cannot be considered as significant in the scope of this
research. This dream does not fit in the pattern of anticipated foreshadowing proposed
above, since she does not receive any kind of prophetic knowledge that would disclose
the plot in advance.
On the other hand, many examples of dreams in the Íslendingasögur serve the
purpose of anticipation through a prophetic dream and are apparently not products of the
other world. For example, in Laxdæla saga, Guðrún has four dreams that foretell her four
future husbands, her relationship with them, and how they will pass away.40 As is usually
the case, the dreams are not interpreted directly by those who had them, but by someone
else.41 This is probably due to the fact that the dreamer is not actively involved in the
38
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dreams, but is just a passive recipient. This concept is also underlined by the verb dreyma,
to dream, that as noted by Chiesa Isnardi is “un verbo impersonale che si costruisce con
il doppio accusativo della cosa sognata e del sognatore” (“an impersonal verb that takes
the double accusative of the thing that is dreamed and of the dreamer”).42
It is important to stress the deep connection that dreams and fate share. As argued
by Peter Hallberg, “drömmen är ett medel att konstnärligt gestalta ödestron” (“dreams
are means to artistically give form to the belief in fate”). 43 Among the several techniques
of foreshadowing that I have here analysed, dreams are the ones that are the most
evocative and sophisticated as they draw from more advanced literary techniques such as
allegories and metaphors, whereas the other forms of foreshadowing are plain messages
in which the plot is rather straightforwardly exposed. If the prophecy in Vatsndæla saga
is a direct exposition of the plot, Guðrún’s dreams in Laxdæla saga reveal the future
through scenes that have to be interpreted. For example, Guðrún’s first dream would seem
nonsensical at a first glance:
Úti þóttist ek vera stǫdd við læk nokkurn ok hafði ek krókfald á hǫfði ok þótti
mér illa sama ok var ek fúsari að breyta faldinum en margir tǫldu um að ek
skyldi það eigi gera. En ek hlýddi ekki á það ok greip ek af hǫfði mér faldinn
ok kastaði ek út á lækinn.
“I thought I was standing outside by a creek, and I had a hat on my head,
which I thought fitted me badly; and I was eager to get rid of the hat even if
many told me not to do so. But I did not listen, so I grasped the hat from my
head and cast it out in the creek”.44
This dream reveals how her first marriage will develop, meaning that she will not marry
someone (the hat) she loves, and she will be unhappy (the hat fitted her badly). Even if
everyone tells her to stay with her husband, she still decides to leave him (she throws the
hat away). This passage shows how prophetic dreams are constructed through metaphors
and are therefore more complicated methods of conveying foreknowledge. The climactic
tension is increased through more complex literary devices.
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In addition to what we have discussed so far, foreknowledge can also be used to
convey didactic Christian messages and enhance Christianity over the old religion.
Taking as an example Guðrún’s dreams once again, her third dream features a ring that
she cherishes, even if it is not made of a precious material. According to the interpretation,
she likes this ring (husband) so much because “þinn bóndi hafa tekið við þeim sið er vér
hyggjum að miklu sé betri” (“Your husband will convert to that religion that we think is
much better”).45 In this case, the author is foreshadowing the coming of Christianity and
its importance. Therefore, the tension is not only created around Guðrún’s future, but also
on the Conversion, which will be important in the last chapter of Laxdæla saga when
Guðrún herself becomes a nun. It is important to keep this topic in mind since it is crucial
in the analysis of foreknowledge in the Vínland sagas.
In general, I think that receiving foreknowledge is, in any case, a form of
prophecy: every curse, premonition, omen, and dream actually possesses something that
goes beyond intuition alone, almost as if those who utter the words possess an innate
foreknowledge of what is going to happen in the future. This is due to the connection of
foreshadowing to the concept of fate, that I will discuss in the next subchapter. Overall,
in the Íslendingasögur, the function of foreknowledge in any form is to reveal information
in advance so to create climactic tension and distribute the audience’s interest throughout
the whole plot instead of on the ending alone. As we will discuss in more detail in chapter
4, foreknowledge is also used to show the superiority of the Christian religion and convey
didactic messages.
2.2 The idea of fate in the Íslendingasögur
Fate is a concept that is never explicitly described in the Íslendingasögur, although it is
always present.46 Characters move against the boundaries that fate has set for them, often
challenging their fate towards early and bloody endings.47 This does not mean that they
do not have the free will to choose their action, but that eventually they will be drawn to
dire situations by what Stefanie Gropper defines as “inexplicable forces”.48 However, as
pointed out by Karen Bek-Pedersen, fate is necessary to give a structure to life, just as
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law gives structure to human society.49 Bek-Pedersen explains that, among the several
words in Old Norse that refer to the concept of fate, we find ørlǫg and forlǫg, which are
both formed on the word lǫg, law.50 Bek-Pedersen argues that while law is established by
people for people, fate is established by external forces for the individual, as if it is “a
person’s individual ‘law’ which is given to them at birth and which they cannot go
beyond”.51 Indeed, a life without destiny cannot be considered proper life, as is hinted in
stanza 17 of Vǫluspá when Askr and Embla are described as lítt megandi ok ørlǫglausa
(“capable of little and without fate”),52 and they were therefore without ǫnd, life.53 In the
following stanza, three gods (Óðinn, Hænir, and Lóðurr) give them the qualities of living
beings, and consequently destiny. As long as they were ørlǫglausa, without fate, they
were also without life, as Bek-Pedersen describes, ørlǫg is the “basis of human life”.54 In
this instance, the three gods gave Askr and Embla their life and fate. However, when it
comes to saga characters the relationship with fate is never intermediated by the gods, but
it is the person’s responsibility alone to deal with his fate.
First, a sharp distinction is made between the pre-Christian and the Christian
views on fate. In simpler terms, in Christian culture, everyone has to live up to certain
standards in order to please the divine, whereas in the pagan world the only thing that
mattered was other people’s opinion of you.55 Adhering to one’s fate is essential in the
preservation of honour, which is crucial to every human, since our reputation lives on
after us.56 Hence, as said by Bek-Pedersen, “fate is the lesser evil” while “honour is all”.57
Fate gives people a chance to prove that they are deserving of being remembered,
according to the way they choose to deal with their inevitable and dreadful destiny.
In the Íslendingasögur, fate exists before the characters and can be passed down
through generations, thus belonging to a timeless dimension.58 According to Anthony
Winterbourne, time itself is not chronological in the Íslendingasögur, but is rather
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genealogical.59 The passing of generations corresponds to the passing of time, and
knowing one’s ancestors helps place a person in a timeline.60 In the same way, fate is not
bound to chronology nor to logic but is laid down for the characters before they are even
born. Fate is also sometimes embodied in the figure of the fylgja, a sort of guardian spirit,
that can be passed down through generations.61 As already stated above, fate as a concept
is omnipresent in the Íslendingasögur, although it is never explicitly referred to, and it is
its very presence that sets the action in motion and keeps it going until the end. The
characters are aware that they are driven by an external force, but this does not mean that
they are passive to it, nor that they remain inactive in the face of it; if anything, it pushes
them forward, giving them what Hallberg defines as “ett slags inre frihet och glädje” (“a
sort of inner freedom and joy”).62
An example of this attitude is found in chapter 15 of Gísla saga Súrssonar:
Vésteinn, who has come back to Iceland, is riding towards Dýrafjorðr. He is stopped by
two farmhands sent by Gísli, who warn him to retrace his steps since death is waiting for
him at the end of his journey. Vésteinn answers:
Satt eitt segi þit, ok munda ek aptr hafa horfit, ef þit hefðið hitt mik fyrr, en
nú falla vǫtn ǫll til Dýrafjarðar, ok mun ek þangat ríða enda em ek þess fúss.
“What you say is true, and I would have gone back, if you had found me
before, but now all the water flows towards Dýrafjorðr and I will ride there.
And yet I am eager to do so”.63
According to Hallberg, Vésteinn is aware of what is waiting for him, of his destiny, and
yet this is not a cause for desperation; instead, he embraces his fate and rides towards it
eagerly. This is what in the Íslendingasögur is considered the climax of “virtue”, meaning
that there is nothing worthier than to abide by one’s fate. If he had decided to turn back,
his reputation would have suffered, so he chose to move forward instead. After all, as
Bek-Pedersen pointed out, honour is everything.64
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Likewise, Gísli must abide by his own fate, that of avenging Vésteinn. As Gropper
has argued, Gísli takes no pleasure in committing this vengeance, but he has no alternative
because this is what is “fated to happen”.65 Moreover, he is forced to act out of necessity
to abide to the code of honour.66 It is not properly fate that moves Gísli’s revenge forward
but, rather, the need to preserve his and Vésteinn’s honour.
In Gísla saga, fate is showed through individual conflicts that resolve with
struggle and death, but events involve only a handful of people and are highly personal.
In Eiríks saga rauða, we see how the belief in fate could be applied to an entire group.67
When Bjarni Grímolfsson and his companions enter waters that are infested with worms,
they realize that their ship is sinking. There is nothing they can do about the ship, but half
of them will be able to get to safety on a small towed boat that has been treated with seal
blubber and is therefore worm proofed. Everyone is eager to get on the smaller boat but
only half of them can fit on it. Bjarni chooses to let fate decide who is going to board the
boat, by casting lots. The word used to describe the casting of lots is hljóta, literally “to
get by lot”. This activity, in my opinion, is not about letting fate decide, for it has already
been established, but rather to understand which ones are destined to survive. When a
young Icelander that was not allotted a place on the towed boat asks Bjarni, who had been
chosen, to switch places, he receives an answer that is almost ironic: “Svá skal vera, ok
þat sé ek at þú vinnr gjarna til lífs og þykkir mikit fyrir að deyja” (“So shall it be, and I
see that you struggle much for your life and are scared of dying”).68 According to what
we have seen so far about the relationship between characters from the Íslendingasögur
and fate, the young Icelander’s behaviour is dishonourable, because he prizes his life over
abiding by what the lots have decreed. His request of switching places denotes a lack of
bravery, and a consequent loss of honour. Bjarni stands out in this comparison since he
would rather die on the infested ship than lose his reputation. Overall, in my opinion,
sagas characters cherish their life, but fate is stronger than life itself. Adhering to their
fate is the ultimate proof that they are deserving of honour and to be remembered. Even
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if it leads them to an early grave, they will preserve their good name and reputation after
they are gone.
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3. Spá in the Pre-Christian socio-cultural context
As we have seen in the previous chapter, foreshadowing was commonly used in the
Íslendingasögur as a literary device. This group of sagas is mainly set during the 10th
century, thus in a Nordic region that was only partially Christianised.69 However, the texts
postdate the 10th century by hundreds of years and therefore we cannot take at face value
the pagan traditions and beliefs that are portrayed in these sagas. Hence, it is not an easy
task to examine whether foreknowledge was something that Pre-Christian Scandinavians
believed could be obtained, and if so, how. The scarcity of primary sources contemporary
to that period of time certainly does not help us in our analysis. Nevertheless, by studying
other texts that postdate the year 1000 AD, it is possible to make an educated guess on
whether an actual belief in spá existed.
3.1 Legal texts
Among the different texts that were produced in the centuries following the Conversion,
legal codes are the ones that we will mainly consider for this chapter, since they are nonfictional texts and thus tend to avoid fanciful elements. Law codes were present in
Scandinavia far before the Christianisation, although they were remembered and
transmitted orally. It is reported by two sources that only in the course of the 12th century
was law started to be transcribed in Scandinavia.
The first account comes from Iceland. It is reported by Ari Þorgilsson in his
Íslendingabók that in 1117, the Icelanders agreed to start putting down their laws, “et
fyrsta sumar, es Bergþórr sagði lǫg upp, vas nýmæli þat gǫrt, at lǫg ór skyldi skrifa á
bók” (“The first summer, that Bergþórr proclaimed the law, a new law was made, that our
law should be written down in a book”),70 and as a result of this pronouncement the
Hafliðaskrá (“Hafliði’s scroll”) was compiled.71 Although this scroll has not been
preserved to the present day, it was mentioned in Grágás, a later law-code, as the most
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reliable code.72 Moreover, in my opinion, this source is noteworthy because, in addition
to the information on the new pronouncement, it also points out that the custom with laws
was to “segja upp”, proclaim, therefore associating the two different methods of recording
laws in one passage. The second source that refers to a written law-code comes from
southern Denmark, with one entry of the year 1170 from the Annales Ryenses reports that
“Leges Danorum edite sunt” (“The laws of the Danes are published”).73 In both sources,
it is observable how at least more than one century has elapsed between the
Christianisation and the writing of the law.
Likewise, the oldest surviving fragment of a Scandinavian law code is the
Norwegian Gulaþingslǫg, which dates to the 12th century.74 The complete manuscript of
Gulaþingslǫg postdates the fragment by approximately a century.75 This manuscript deals
with spá and galldra (I translate these terms as prophecy and magic in English), which
are, interestingly enough, considered to be two separate things. While, a modern viewer
might consider spá to be a form of magic, it seems that the two activities were clearly
distinct in Gulaþingslǫg, as the title for that section is “Um spár oc um galldra”.76
However, before moving on to the analysis of such sections in different law codes,
it is essential to address some issues regarding how to interpret this chapter. When we
look at written law-codes to find information about pre-Christian magical behaviours and
practices, we must keep in mind that at least a hundred years have elapsed since the
official adoption of Christianity and the codification of the law in writing. This presents
us with two problems.
First, even if the laws were transcribed accurately from their oral version, enough
time has passed for the legal system of the 10th century to have changed, especially after
the Conversion. As argued by Stephen Mitchell, it is the nature of law codes to be altered
and updated accordingly to contemporary events, perhaps through some laws being cut
out entirely or modified to be adapted in regards to new tendencies.77 In the Íslendingabók
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we are told that new provisions were adopted to adjust the previous customs to the new
religion, and although some exceptions were made for some pagan practices that were
briefly preserved, the text tells us that “en siðarr fám vetrum vas sú heiðni af numin sem
ǫnnur” (“And after a few winters, these heathen practices were abolished, like the
others”).78 Therefore, even if the first written law-code was recorded word by word, it
would not be a transcription of original pre-Christian laws, as these laws had already been
changed upon the Conversion. Even if ancient practices associated with the pagan religion
were somehow regulated by laws during the 10th century, it is highly probable that in time
the regulations changed and were eventually left out, before the law codes started to be
put down on vellum.
Secondly, the first written law codes have not survived to the present day, such as
the already mentioned Hafliðaskrá. The law-codes that have been preserved are updated
versions of the first written codes which, as stated above, had already been altered. In
simpler terms, the codes that we read today looking for details on the heathen religion are
at least “third-hand”. Therefore, it is extremely hard to determine what is an echo of older
laws, or if provisions to regulate heathen practices even existed, since the time lapse is
too wide and law codes are subject to rapid changes, especially when confronted with a
religious shift.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to draw some conclusions regarding pre-Christian
practices, in relation to the attitude people had towards magic, and more specifically spá,
through laws and regulations compiled in later centuries. As Edward Peters has argued,
the problem is also in understanding whether the content of the laws refers to
contemporary activities or is a repetition of previous material.79 Still, I think that laws are
the best way to analyse spá in a socio-cultural contest in Scandinavia, as they tend to
avoid fanciful literary devices since they were implemented to regulate and judge
people’s mundane actions, even if galldra and spá might only seem, to a modern reader,
a product of the imagination and superstition. Keeping these points in mind, we can now
return to the section of the Gulaþingslǫg on prophecy and magic. While magic appears
to have had many applications, I will focus only on the regulations towards spá and the
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practices related to it. First, in the section on “Um spár oc um galldra” from the
Gulaþingslǫg, it is indicated that:
Þat er nu þvi nest at ver scolom eigi lyða spám ne golldrum ne gerningum
illum. En sa er kunnr oc sannr verðr at þvi. at hann segir spar. æða ferr með
spám. þa er hann maðr utlagr oc uheilagr. oc hverr penningr fiár hans. þat a
halft konongr. en halft biscop. En sa annar er spám lyðir. oc verðr sann at
þvi. þa scal sa beỏta .xl. marca. þat a halft konongr. en halft biscop.
“Next is that we must not pay attention to spá, galldra or evil deeds. And if
a man is accused and convicted because he practiced spá or has dealt with
spá, then he shall be outlawed and shorn of all personal rights; and all his
belongings down to the last one shall go, one-half to the king and one-half to
the bishop. And if a man pays attention to spá and this is proven to be true,
he shall owe a fine of forty marks, one-half to go to the king and one-half to
the bishop”.80
According to this regulation, it is considered a crime both to perform spá and to receive
spá, although to different degrees. The practitioner is considered more guilty that the
beneficiary, since he is the one that has an active role in this “transaction”. He is to be
outlawed and lose all his properties and goods, which are to be evenly distributed between
the king and the bishop. On the other hand, the man who is found guilty of hearing the
prophecy must pay a fine but will not be condemned to outlawry nor will lose his
belongings. In my opinion, this might be surprising if we think that the real perpetrator
might be the one that starts the action, by asking for a prophecy in the first place.
However, in my opinion, the harsher persecution of the practitioner indicates that the
crime, beside engaging in a forbidden practice, is in knowing how to perform such a feat
and acting on it. Knowledge of any remaining pagan practices was what the authors
considered deviant and dangerous and that had to be completely eradicated.81 In
Íslendingasögur, people who are associated with magical practices are oftentimes
referred to as fjǫlkunning or margkunning, which both literally translate as
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“knowledgeable of many things”.82 These terms are never neutral and oftentimes carry a
negative connotation: kunna has a broader meaning than the equivalent term in English,
since it reflects knowledge and understanding of ancient practices and traditions.83
Moreover, although the word fjǫlkunning literally means “knowledgeable of many
things”, it most often seems to be intended as “skilled in magic”.84 For example, in
Fóstbrœðra saga, set in the early 11th century, we observe that the author wanted to create
a distinction between being knowledgeable and being a magic practitioner, by using the
term fjǫlkunning to indicate a specific knowledge of magical matters: “Þat var mælt um
Grímu at hon kynni sér mart, ok þat tǫluðu menn at hon væri fjǫlkunnig” (“It was said
about Gríma that she was knowledgeable and people said that she was a skilled in
magic”).85 Therefore, in my opinion, even if the law does not explicitly state it, knowledge
is connected with magic; in this section of the Gulaþingslǫg, the person that is the most
severely prosecuted is the practitioner, since he retains the knowledge of those practices,
and had to be outlawed and removed from society. However, whether these concerns date
from the time of Gulaþingslǫg itself or are a remnant of an earlier law is a question that
remains open.
In connection to the previous example from Fóstbrœðra saga, Gríma's magical
skills are mentioned, but never demonstrated. In the Íslendingasögur, there are countless
of examples in which characters are negatively associated with magic even if they do not
actually engage in any magical practices.86 This attitude of calling someone a sorcerer as
an insult is reflected in the laws as well: most law codes deal with magic in the section
about slander.87
In addition to the already mentioned section from the Gulaþingslǫg, several
Norwegian law codes condemn spá to different degrees. As noted by John McKinnell,
foretelling is oftentimes associated with grievous crimes, such as murdering or
committing suicides, which cannot be compensated by payment of a fine.88 This is
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because prophecy is deemed the most deviant form of magic from a Christian perspective
as “it denied or bypassed divine will in favour of human control and manipulation”.89 We
find several entries that forbid at segja spár, “to pronounce prophecies”90 and at fara með
spásǫgum, “to deal with prophecies”.91 From this, it would appear that quite a few
prophecies must have been made, if there was a need for such regulations. However, we
do not know whether these laws applied to the period from which the manuscripts we
possess are from (mostly 13th century) or if they had been preserved from an earlier
version of the law codes. Mitchell argues that the laws are older than the manuscripts on
the basis of some inconsistencies between these and other laws: for example, the
Frǫstuþingslǫg from the 13th century decrees that people accused of heathen practices,
spá or magic should endure judicial torture.92 Mitchell considers this law to be
anachronistic, since this kind of torture was abolished in Norway in 1247, and therefore
this law must have been preserved from an earlier time.93 Although Mitchell’s
explanation is valid, I do not think that this interpretation can be applied to the entire
corpus of laws on spá and magic. In my opinion, it is highly probable that some echoes
of past laws are intertwined with the ones preserved in the manuscripts, but to suggest
that all of them might have been preserved from an earlier time is stretching it too far.
However, whether these laws are contemporary or not, the fact that they were
implemented in such quantity would certainly suggest that in a certain period of time, spá
was an issue that had to be dealt with and condemned.
Moving forward, another sets of laws that deal with spá are the ones that relate to
the Sámi. During the Middle Ages, the Sámi occupied on a broader territory than today,
which extended from the extreme North of the Scandinavian peninsula to the border with
Trøndelag.94 The legal regulations which prohibited contact between Scandinavians and
the Sámi come from Eastern Norway, hinting that these people partially inhabited
southern regions as well.95 This proximity would seem to suggest that the two groups
were familiar with each other’s culture to some degree, thus as argued by Else Mundal,
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some Old Norse texts might contain first-hand information of the Sámi and their
lifestyle.96 However, the Sámi’s portrayal in texts is most often stereotypical, most
frequently that they are skilled magic practitioners.97 As already mentioned in the
previous chapter, chapter 10 of Vatsndæla saga features a völva who foretells
Ingimundr’s future. The völva is described as “finna, ein fjǫlkunning” (“a Sámi, skilled
in magic”),98 which pinpoints the ethnic origin of this völva, but also stresses again the
connection between magic and knowledge through the term fjǫlkunning.99 Just as the
association of Sámi with magic is fairly frequent in the Íslendingasögur, the same attitude
is found in the laws as well. The Norwegian law codes of Borgarþing and Eiðsivaþing
both advise people not to interact with the Sámi regarding magical matters:100 several
laws report that it is forbidden “ef madr fær a fin merkr at spyrja spa” (“If a man travels
to Finnmark to ask for a prophecy”)101 and also “engi maðr a at trua a finna… en ef maðr
fær til finna oc værðr hann sannt at þui þa er hann utlægr” (“No man can believe in the
Sámi … and if a man travels to the Sámi and he receives a prophecy then he will be
outlawed”).102 These laws suggest that, when they were implemented, there was a real
concern of Sámi and their prophetic knowledge. However I agree with Nicole Sterling
that saga writers attributed magical qualities to the Sámi to separate themselves from the
heathen beliefs that they did not wish to be ascribed to the Scandinavian people.103
Therefore, the concept of Sámi as sorcerers might have been created during the
Conversion to separate the newly Christian people from the old beliefs, and it later on
evolved into a real concern, to the point of implementing actual laws to regulate the
interactions between Scandinavians and the Sámi. On the other hand, Sámi have a wellrooted shamanistic tradition, which could offer another explanation for the strong belief
of them being “a race of sorcerers”.104 This topic will be analysed in more depth in
subchapter 5.1.2.
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Now to consider the practice of útiseta, sitting out, which was regulated as well
by secular law. Útiseta might not be directly connected to spá per se, but I believe that it
is relevant for this thesis as it is a method of gaining knowledge, sometimes regarding the
future. It is not clear what this practice entailed, although Neil Price argues that it was
probably a technique implemented in other rituals and not a ritual on its own.105 As far as
we know, útiseta consisted of sitting outside close to liminal locations at night, such as
grave mounds, waterfalls, gallows, or crossroads, in order to gain new knowledge or
information about the future through meditation.106 The Old Norse literary corpus
provides several examples of this technique in different genres. Útiseta appears in poetry,
such as in Vǫluspá, 28, “Ein sat hon úti,/ þá er inn aldni kom/ yggjungr ása/ ok í augu
leit” (“Once she sat outside, when the old one came, Yggjungr of the Æsir107 and he
looked her in the eyes”)108, when the völva is said to be sitting outside waiting for Óðinn
to gain knowledge.109 In the sagas, we find a reference to a similar behaviour involving
the god Óðinn in Ynglingasaga, in which Snorri Sturluson writes that “en stundum vakði
hann upp dauða menn ór jǫrðu eða settisk undar hanga” (“sometimes he woke the dead
up from the earth or set himself under hanged men”).110 In Hákonar saga herðibreiðs,
Snorri reports that in 1161 AD when King Hákon of Norway was about to face a decisive
battle, his foster-mother Gunnhildr hired a woman to predict how to win the fight:
Svá segja menn, at Gunnhildr… léti sitja úti til sigrs Hákoni; en þat vitraði,
at þeir skyldi berjast við Inga konung um nótt, en aldrigi um dag... En Þórdís
skeggja er sú kona nefnd, er sagt er, at úti sat, en eigi veit ek sann á því.
“It is said that Gunnhildr… commissioned someone to sit outside to assure
Hákon’s victory; and it was revealed that they should fight against king Ingi
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during the night, and never during the day… And this woman was called
Þórdís skeggja, which is said to have sat out, but I do not know if it is true”.111
In this passage we find an explicit example of prophetic útiseta, although it is not
explained how this foreknowledge was acquired aside from sitting outside. This would
seem to indicate that the author and the audience were familiar with the concept and did
not need any further explanation. Therefore, the belief in útiseta seems to have been
widespread and known over a long period of time. Even in the early 13th century it is still
possible to find reference to the practice of útiseta in the Jómsvíkingadrápa, when Bishop
Bjarni Kolbeinsson declares that he “varkak fróðr und forsum… ǫllum namk eigi Yggjar
feng und hanga” (“I did not become learned under waterfalls… I did not take at all
Óðinn’s booty under the hanged”).112 It is evident that in this period sitting outside is still
considered a method to acquire knowledge, although it possesses a negative connotation.
Moreover, once again is noted the idea of Óðinn’s ability to resurrect hanged men and to
gain knowledge from them. This brief passage seems to indicate that, whether it was a
superstition or an actual belief, people were well aware of the practice of útiseta, and, just
as other lingering pagan traditions, it needed to be eradicated. Norwegian and Icelandic
law codes forbid the practice of útiseta, which was punished with the harshest sentence,
outlawry. Just as for the texts above, no detail is given for the practice, which again seems
to suggest that its meaning was commonly known, although the phrasing appears to be
the same in every law code.113 Dirk Johanssen has counted six entries of útiseta being
described as “sitr uti ok væckir troll upp ”(“to sit outside and wake up trolls”)114 and two
simpler entries of “at sitja uti” (“to sit outside”)115 in the Norwegian codes.116 In the light
of this evidence, útiseta was a practice which, in my opinion, was probably developed in
heathen times, as denoted by its strong connection to the god Óðinn, and which was then
preserved through the later centuries both as a superstition and as a belief. In legal texts
it is not stated how útiseta was performed, but the fact that it is often mentioned shows
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that a concern about it existed, either contemporary to time in which these legal codes
were compiled or previously. Overall, it was seen negatively and needed to be eradicated.
The laws examined in this chapter, in connection to other literary sources, have
shown that people were concerned someone might resort to spá. The regulations seem to
point out that at a certain time, perhaps contemporary to the manuscripts that have
survived, or perhaps earlier, people acknowledged that prescience was obtainable. As we
will see in subchapters 4.1 and 5.1 about Eiríks saga rauða, spá is usually associated with
female practitioners, the völur, who perform spá through a form of magic known as seiðr.
However, in legal codes, the word völva is never used, not even in the section of slander,
seiðr only appears two instances, and the codes do not express in detail what this magic
entailed, meaning that it can be assumed that this concept was commonly understood.117
Moreover, as argued by Jóhanna Friðriksdóttir, in the Íslendingasögur the explicit
references to seiðr and to völur are fairly scarce, since not every magic practitioner is said
to perform seiðr or to be a völva.118 When taking into account the long stretch of time
from the heathen period to the physical act of writing of the Íslendingasögur, she is
sceptical that the authors and the audience might still have been familiar with such ancient
practices.119 However, I disagree, because although Scandinavians might have not known
where these practices came from, they surely had knowledge of them as it can be seen
from the law codes. Furthermore, archaeological analysis of 9th and 10th century burials
has unearthed graves belonging to women that are quite similar to the later descriptions
of völur in the Íslendingasögur (see further subchapter 5.1.1 below), suggesting that these
depictions might actually be connected to the memory of once-existing völur.
In conclusion, legal texts do not provide us with an explanation of how spá and
related practices like útiseta were performed, nor it cannot be said with certainty whether
spá was a reality in pre-Christian Scandinavia. However, superstition and common
knowledge of these concepts seem to have been widespread in the centuries after the
Conversion, and the abundance of laws regarding the subject demonstrates that at a
certain point people were concerned about such practices.
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3.2 Archaeology of spá
Beside the study of legal texts, another effective tool in examining spá is archaeological
research. Most of the leading scholarship in this field is conducted by archaeologists, such
as Neil Price, Leszek Gardeła, and others, by investigating material culture and skeletal
remains from pre-Christian Scandinavia. These finds are the subject of careful
interpretative work which is done by comparing them to textual sources, such as the
Íslendingasögur or the secular law codes.
Among the Íslendingasögur, the Vínland sagas are often used as a source since
they provide a significant amount of information regarding alleged pre-Christian
practices. For example, Eiríks saga Rauða contains a detailed description of a völva and
her spá to an extent that does not find parallels in other sagas. However, the practices
portrayed in these sagas cannot be taken at face value and need to be examined in
conjunction with archaeological findings to determine to what extent they serve as
historical representations. In chapter 5, I am going to analyse the passages from the
Vínland sagas in the light of the archaeological research conducted on pre-Christian
graves.
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4. Spá as a literary device in the Vínland sagas
I will now analyse three passages from Eiríks saga Rauða and Grænlendinga saga which
I consider to be relevant examples of how foreshadowing is used as a narrative device in
the Vínland sagas. These examples differ from each other in the manner in which the
foreknowledge is represented. First, they show a parallelism between old and new religion
which is shown in a supernatural form. Secondly, Guðríðr Þorbjarnardóttir is always
presented as the main focus of the action. This character is so prominent within the
Vínland sagas that Ólafur Halldórsson has argued that Eiríks Saga Rauða should actually
be renamed Guðríðar saga Þorbjarnardóttur.120 Guðríðr’s character is important both
from a literary and a socio-cultural perspective. As I will argue in the next subchapters,
her literary role in the sagas is to show the religious syncretism that was occurring in
Scandinavia at the turn of the millennium, as her character embodies this shift and the
contradictions that it entailed. Moreover, Guðríðr is essential as historical character as
well, since her genealogy is laid out from her predecessors who settled Iceland in the late
9th century to her historically documented descendants of the 12th century, who were
renowned bishops.121 While her ancestors are known since they belong to the past, her
future descendants can be only revealed through spá.
The prophecies contained in the two sagas are not always clear, nor they are
reported symmetrically, since, as mentioned above, the two texts vary widely.122 As
argued by Jón Jóhannesson, the purpose of these prophecies is always to enhance the
importance of what he calls the “Karlsefni-Guðríðr” clan,123 from which the notable 12th
and 13th bishops descend. Genealogies are a dominant characteristic of the
Íslendingasögur as they preserve the memories of Icelandic ancestors and give a
timeframe of reference for the texts.124 These sagas tend to follow the history of the same
family from start to finish. The Vínland sagas are peculiar in this regard, as they start with
Eiríkr rauði’s genealogy but end with the Karlsefni-Guðríðr clan.125 According to Annette
Kolodny, the two families became one when Guðríðr married Eiríkr rauði’s son, Þorsteinn
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Eiríksson. Even if they did not have offspring together, she had become a member of
Eiríkr rauði’s lineage, thus the reason why the story focuses on her descendants.
Moreover, it also stresses the religious shift from paganism (Eirikr rauði’s family) to
Christianity (Guðríðr’s descendants). Therefore, this chapter will demonstrate how
prophecy is used in the Vínland sagas to enhance Guðríðr’s character in order to convey
the superiority of Christianity and exalt her descendants. Drawing on both the Vínland
sagas, I will first analyse the unique episodes of chapter 4 of Eiríks saga Rauða and then
a cognate episode to both sagas, found in chapter 6 of Eiríks saga Rauða and chapter 5
of Grænlendinga saga.
4.1 Case study 1: the völva of Eiríks saga Rauða, 4
The most examined episode from the Vínland sagas is the portrayal of the völva Þorbjǫrg
lítilvölva, who is invited to a farm in Greenland to prophesy when the famine that is
plaguing the area will be over. She is described in minute detail, what she eats, what she
is wearing and, most importantly, how she performs her spá. Other accounts of völur in
the sagas are limited to just a few details; only in Eiríks saga Rauða do we get a complete
portrayal of an allegedly pre-Christian völva. However, although the saga is set between
the 10th and 11th century, it was compiled much later in the 14th century, so whether or
not this account can be considered historically accurate is going to be examined in the
next chapter. In the present chapter, I am only examining the literary validity of this
episode in connection to the messages that the author wanted to convey, that is, the
superiority of Christianity and of Guðríðr’s descendants.
Moving on to analyse this passage, we will first focus on the figure of the völva.
In Eiríks saga Rauða, Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva is described as the last survivor of a larger family
of spákonur. From the first sentence which introduces her we are told that:
Hon var spákona ok var kǫlluð lítilvǫlva. Hon hafði átt sér níu systr ok váru
allar spákonur, en hon ein var þá á lífi.
“She was a spákona and was called “little-völva”. She had nine sisters and
they all were spákonur, but she was the only one still alive”.126
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This character, although skilled in spá, is introduced as an otherwise normal woman, just
as the rest of her family. In my opinion, this introductory passage already underlines the
comparison between old and new religion that is then developed throughout the entire
chapter. The author is here describing an aged woman who was part of a family of
spákonur who at that point were all dead, probably due to old age. This detail in
connection to Þorbjǫrg’s nickname, lítilvölva, “little-völva”, creates an almost tender
feeling towards this old lady, who is paradoxically called little, as to indicate that she was
the youngest of her now deceased sisters. In my opinion, this can be interpreted as an
allegory for the progressive disappearance of an ancient tradition of völur that is now
waning in front of the newer, better, religion. This comparison creates a bittersweet
feeling in the reader; showing this old völva performing her ritual accordingly to her
family’s tradition makes the audience almost long for this archaic knowledge. It is
interesting to note that unlike all the other characters, Þorbjǫrg is lacking a patronymic:
this indicate that she is an outsider of Norse society and perhaps even of Celtic descent,
since Celtic slaves could have Norse names but lack patronymics.127 However, in my
opinion, it would be more likely that the woman is a Sámi, due to the strong connection
between seiðr and circumpolar shamanism and the consequent association between magic
practitioners and Sámi.128
Moving forward through the chapter, climactic tension builds around Þorbjǫrg
lítilvölva’s spá. First, her rich clothes and particular food choices are described to
entertain the audience with her eccentric look and meal. Then, when night comes, the
prophetic ritual is postponed to the following day to increase the reader’s interest even
more. Finally, the next day, the ritual can begin. From the beginning of chapter 4 of Eiríks
saga Rauða, two recurring stereotypes129 regarding the spá are introduced: that it is
practiced at night, and that assistants are required. Several accounts from the sagas report
that spá was performed in a liminal time between day and night,130 possibly as an actual
remembrance of such practices,131 but also as a way to increase tension by setting the
scene during a particularly eerie time of the day, dusk. Similarly, assistants are mentioned
127
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in other sources as well,132 since the ritual, which arguably consisted of chanting, could
not be carried out by the völva alone.133 In Eiríks saga Rauða, this motif is used according
to the author’s agenda: when Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva asked if someone knew a chant, called
varðlokur,134 and could assist her, our heroine Guðríðr answered:
Hvárki em ek fjǫlkunnig né vísindakona, en þó kenndi Halldís, fóstra mín,
mér á Íslandi þat kvæði, er hon kallaði varðlokur… Þetta er þat eitt atferli,
er ek ætla í engum atbeina at vera, því at ek em kristin kona.
“I am not skilled in sorcery nor I am a wise woman, and yet in Iceland,
Halldís, my foster-mother, taught me those songs that she called varðlokur…
But I have no intention of taking part in this type of activity, because I am a
Christian woman”.135
Through these words, the author is covertly conveying several didactic messages. First,
the religious duality of pre-Christian Scandinavia shortly before the Conversion is shown,
since Guðríðr learned these pagan chants from her foster-mother, thus from a previous
and now outdated generation. The new generation, of which Guðríðr is an exponent,
remembers the old ways and has consciously abandoned them. Secondly, the audience
here receives the most important didactic message: Christians must not practice heathen
rituals. As we have observed in the previous chapter, knowledge of sorcery was the crime
most severely persecuted by the legal system: therefore, even if in the 13th century
someone was still familiar with these practices, he would have not acted upon that
knowledge; this is what a good Christian like Guðríðr would do.
Nevertheless, Guðríðr lives in a period of time that is quite different from the 13th
century, since at her time pagans and Christians coexisted side by side. That is why she
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is persuaded by her host to join the ritual, and she reluctantly accepts for the sake of the
common good:
Kvað Guðríðr þá kvæðit svá fagrt ok vel, at engi þóttist heyrt hafa með fegri
rǫdd kvæði kveðit, sá er þar var hjá. Spákonan þakkar henni kvæðit ok kvað
margar þær náttúrur nú til hafa sótt ok þykkja fagrt at heyra, er kvæðit var
svá vel flutt - “… En mér eru nú margir þeir hlutir auðsýnir, er áðr var ek
duldið, ok margir aðrir… En þér, Guðríðr, skal ek launa í hǫnd liðsinni þat,
er oss hefir af þér staðit, því at þín forlǫg eru mér nú allgløggsæ. Þú munt
gjaforð fá hér á Grænlandi, þat er sœmiligast er, þó at þér verði þat eigi til
langæðar, því at vegir þínir liggja út til Íslands, ok man þar koma frá þér
bæði mikil ætt ok góð, ok yfir þínum kynkvíslum skína bjartari geislar... Enda
far þú nú heil ok vel, dóttir”
“Guðríðr sung the chant so beautifully and so well, that those who were there
thought that nobody had ever heard this chant sung with a more beautiful
voice. The völva thanked her for her chant and said that many spirits had
visited them and thought beautiful to hear that chant that had been so well
performed – “… And now many things are clear to me that I ignored before,
and many others… And Guðríðr, I shall reward you right away for the help
you have given us here, because your fate is now clearly visible to me. You
will get married here in Greenland, with the most fitting match, although you
will not stay here for a long time, because your path lies overseas in Iceland,
and there you will generate a line of descendants both long and excellent, and
over your lineage brighter beams shine... And now farewell, my daughter”.136
Before analysing the passage in detail, I agree with Robert Kellogg’s argument that saga
authors had a romantic idea of the Conversion and of the relationship between their
ancestors and the two religions. Although they were well aware that their predecessors
had professed false beliefs, most authors admired them for the piety that they showed,
even if it related to paganism, because they interpreted it “as a foreshadowing for a truer
belief”.137 In this perspective, Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva’s ritual is not something that we must
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shun, but rather the naïve expression of a world that still does not know any better. Even
in the falsehood of paganism, the true faith is already manifested through the words of
the völva, creating a sort of continuity between the two religions.
The concept of continuity is also hinted in the way in which Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva
refers to Guðríðr at the end of her speech: dóttir, daughter. As Kellogg has argued, dóttir
(which he translates as “my child”), should be interpreted as the migration of spiritual
authority from one woman to the other.138 Similarly, according to Siân Grønlie, this
passage does not involve the religious aspect alone but also the transferral of female
power between the two women.139 As the völva is portrayed in literature as a prominent
and respected figure for the old religion, likewise Guðríðr imposes herself as a matriarch
of the Nordic Christian faith with her illustrious offspring.140
In the core of the spá, the völva foretells Guðríðr’s two future marriages, from
which a worthy line will be descended over which “brighter beams” shine. The author is
once more emphasizing the importance of Guðríðr’s descendants: Þorlákur Runólfsson,
Bishop of Skálholt, Bishop Brand the first, and Björn Gilsson Bishop of Hólar.141
Consequently, according to Grønlie, the “brighter beams” symbolise the three bishops.142
This interpretation could be correct, although in my opinion the beams could also refer to
the Christian religion, which has blessed Guðríðr’s lineage with its light.
In addition to conveying a religious message, the spá also creates dramatic
tension, as was already examined in subchapter 2.1. At this point in the narration, Guðríðr
is still married to her first husband, Þórir. The prediction not only reveals crucial
information regarding her two future husbands, but also that she will travel back to
Iceland eventually, thusly securing the audience’s interest in Guðríðr’s life and how she
will come to marry a third time and move back to her homeland. Thanks to this prophecy,
the reader of Eiríks saga Rauða is aware that at the beginning of her marriage to Eiríkr
rauði’s son, Þorsteinn, the match is fated to end before long.
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In conclusion, the episode of the völva fits perfectly with the author’s agenda of
conveying didactic messages. As we have seen, the comparison of the two women is
actually a parallel between the two religions, and the prophecy stresses the importance of
Guðríðr and her descendants.
4.2 Case study 2: the prophetic undead of Grænlendinga saga, 5, and Eiríks saga
Rauða, 6
As introduced in the previous chapters, most scholars agree on Eiríks saga Rauða being
written as a revision of Grænlendinga saga.143 Grænlendinga saga does not include
Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva’s spá ritual, and Guðríðr’s future is foretold by Þorsteinn Eiríksson
himself after he is struck by illness and dies. The völva’s prophecy was probably added
by the author of Eiríks saga Rauða on the basis of the pre-existing prediction of
Grænlendinga saga in order to create a more entertaining episode. As we have discussed
in the previous chapter, sensational characters, like the völva, would have appealed to the
casual audience who had some superstitious knowledge of the ancient tradition, and
would therefore have found the supernatural episode exciting.144 On the other hand, those
readers that were more familiar with literary motifs would have been able to recognise
and understand the veiled morals and meanings of the völva’s episode that the author was
trying to express.145 However, the original episode of spá was not cut out entirely from
Eiríks saga Rauða but was modified in order to suit the author’s agenda of conveying
didactic Christian messages and comparing the two faiths to show the superiority of
Christianity.
The episode in both Vínland sagas sees Guðríðr and her husband Þorsteinn
Eiríksson spending the winter at Þorsteinn svartr’s farm, with his wife
Grímhildr/Sigríðr,146 when suddenly both Þorsteinn Eiríksson and Grímhildr/Sigríðr fall
sick. Grímhildr/Sigríðr passes away, and is briefly resurrected, soon followed by
Þorsteinn Eiríksson, who also briefly comes back to life to speak with Guðríðr. However,
as already stated above, the cognate material is treated quite differently in the two sagas.
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I will now analyse the passage as narrated in Grænlendinga saga since it is
believed to be the older text. From the first lines of this chapter, the author lets us know
that “þá var enn ung kristni á Grælandi” (“at that time Christianity was young in
Greenland”),147 and, when Þorsteinn svartr invites the couple to spend the winter at his
farms he clarifies that “annan sið hefi ek ok en þér hafið, ok ætla ek þann þó betra, er þér
hafið” (“I have another faith than yours, although I think that yours is better”).148 In other
words, the author of Grænlendinga saga is immediately setting the stage for what will
follow, a comparison of the two religions, in which Christianity undoubtedly comes out
as superior. This parallel is further developed through the figure of the draugr, or
undead.149
According to Bernardine McCreesh, the literary motif of the draugr originated in
pre-Christian tradition and later developed accordingly to the new social conditions.150
The “heathen” and the “Christian” draugar are similar since they are commonly portrayed
as animated corpses rather than incorporeal ghosts. However, heathen draugar are usually
larger than their original bodies, have ill intent, and have to be burned.151 For example, in
Grettis saga the undead Glámr is burned to ashes after he has been defeated.152 In contrast,
Christian undead come back to life since they have not been buried in consecrated ground
and their motivation is usually good.153 For instance, the Christian Thorgunna in
Eyrbyggja saga comes back once without harming anybody and does not appear again
after she has been buried in Church ground.154
Moving on to more recent studies, according to Arngrímur Vídalín, draugar are
different from humans since they have lost their human qualities in death, and this is what
makes them particularly dangerous.155 Moreover, they are usually motivated by ill intent
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and act in what he calls the “narrative middle” that is their former house or farm.156 On
the other hand, Ármann Jakobsson has argued that draugar are sought out by people, in
order to gain honour or to get rid of them.157 The undead are the representation of the fear
of dying, and it is this fear that makes them dangerous and eerie.158 Overall, I agree with
McCreesh’s and Arngrímur Vídalín’s arguments about the draugar, since they apply to
the example of undead that we read of in the Vínland sagas.
In line with McCreesh’s argument, the heathen Grímhildr has become a draugr, that is so
huge and heavy after dying that Þorsteinn svartr needs help in carrying her out of the
house. Consequently, when Þorsteinn Eiríksson comes briefly back to life, nothing is said
of his size, for he has been brought back for Guðríðr’s sake. His function in the story is
to convey a similar prophecy to the one that Guðríðr has received from the völva.
Þorsteinn Eiríksson settist þá upp ok mælti: “… Mér er annt til þess, at segja
Guðríði forlǫg sín, til þess at hon kunni þá betr andláti mínu, því at ek em
kominn til góðra hvíldastaða. En þat er þér at segja, Guðríðr, at þú munt gipt
vera íslenzkum manni, ok munu langar vera samfarar ykkrar, ok mart manna
mun frá ykkr koma… Munu þit fara af Grænlandi til Nóregs ok þaðan til
Íslands ok gera bú á Íslandi. Þar munu þit lengi búa, ok muntu honum lengr
lifa. Þú munt útan fara ok ganga suðr ok koma út aptr til Íslands til bús þíns,
ok þá mun þar kirkja reist vera, ok muntu þar vera ok taka nunnu-vígslu, ok
þar muntu andast” Ok þá hnígr Þorsteinn aptr.
“Þorsteinn Eiríksson sat up and said: “… I want to tell Guðríðr her fate, so
that she might deal better with my death, because I am going to a good resting
place. I have to tell you, Guðríðr, that you will be married to an Icelander, and
you two will be traveling together for a long time, and many men will descend
from you two… You two will travel from Greenland to Norway, and from
there to Iceland, where you will settle. There you two will live for long, but
you will live longer than him. You will travel abroad and go south and then
come back to your farm in Iceland, and there you will build a church. There
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you will live and become a nun, and there you will die”. Afterwards, Þorsteinn
fell back”.159
Þorsteinn’s prophecy is clearly quite similar to the one of the völva in Eiríks saga Rauða,
although it is more detailed. First, Guðríðr has already been married to Þorsteinn
Eiríksson, and so the prophecy only covers her union with Karlsefni; the bishops will be
the descendants of their son Snorri. Secondly, while the völva only stated that she would
go back to Iceland and settle there, Þorsteinn’s prophecy foretells her future in much
richer detail, emphasizing Guðríðr’s piety to such extent that she will become a nun in
old age. As Arngrímur Vídalín argued, the recurring theme of the heathen undead is
represented as having lost her human qualities, by being bigger in size and, although she
is not allowed to hurt anybody, her behaviour is still uncanny since she attempts to raise
herself up on her elbows. Likewise, Þorsteinn Eiríksson still retains the human qualities
in death because he is a Christian. Therefore, in my opinion, the association of the two
different portrayals of undead are a metaphor for the comparison of the two religions.
Þorsteinn Eiríksson’s prophecy illustrates once more the importance of Guðríðr and her
offspring.
The narration of the cognate episode contained in Eiríks saga Rauða differs
somewhat from the one in Grænlendinga saga. The plot in Eiríks saga Rauða follows the
same development as in Grænlendinga saga, although some sensational scenes are added,
which is coherent with the stylistic complexity of Eiríks saga Rauða.160 For example,
Þorsteinn svartr’s wife, here called Sigríðr, before dying, sees herself, Þorsteinn
Eiríksson, and all the others who have died, as incorporeal ghosts.161 This vision is
prophetic, since at the time both Sigríðr and Þorsteinn Eiríksson were still alive. Even
after passing, Sigríðr gets up and tries to get in bed with Þorsteinn Eiríksson. These two
passages indicate that Sigríðr, as death approaches and then again in death, can indicate
who is going to succumb to the sickness next.162 It is again observable that the heathen
Sigríðr in death has turned into a draugr.
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Likewise, when Þorsteinn Eiríksson dies, he comes back as a Christian undead.
However, his speech is quite different from the one of Grænlendinga saga:
Nú fór Guðríðr ok hitti Þorstein; sýndisk henni, sem hann felldi tár... en þat
mælti hann, svá at allir heyrðu, at þeir menn væri sælir, er trúna heldu, ok
henni fylgði ǫll hjálp ok miskunn, ok sagði þó, at margir heldi hana illa – “Er
þat engi háttr, sem hér hefir verit á Grænlandi, síðan kristni kom hér, at setja
menn niðr í óvígða mold við litla yfirsǫngva. Vil ek mik láta flytja til kirkju ok
aðra þá menn, sem hér hafa andazt…”. Hann sagði henni ok um sína hagi ok
kvað hennar forlǫg mikil mundu verða, en bað hana varast at giftast
grænlenzkum mǫnnum, bað, at hon legði fé þeira til kirkju ok sumt fátækum
mǫnnum; ok þá hné hann aftr ǫðru sinni.
“Now Guðríðr went to find Þorsteinn; she thought that he was crying… And
then he said, so that everyone heard, that those men which held their faith
were fortunate, because it brought them help and mercy, but then he said that
many held their faith poorly – “And that custom that here in Greenland has
been common, after Christianity came here, that is to bury in unconsacrated
ground with minimal ceremony, is not acceptable. I want to be buried in a
church, with those other men who have died here as well…”. He said to her
also of his state, and that her fate had much in store for her, and warned her
against marrying a Greenlander, and asked her to give their wealth to the
church and some to poor people. And then he fell down for a second time”.163
The first striking characteristic is that the actual prophecy is very short, as it is summed
up in just one line. In my opinion, since the Guðríðr of Eiríks saga Rauða had already
received a more detailed prophecy from the völva in chapter 4, it is likely that the author
had consciously moved the prophecy to a previous chapter, taking the one from
Grænlendinga saga as a model. Although, the reason why he cut Guðríðr’s southern
journey and becoming a nun out of the speech is unclear, what is consistent between the
two versions is the comparison between the two kinds of undead and, therefore, the two
religions. Since the prophecy had already been uttered by the völva, the author of Eiríks
saga Rauða has room to stress the importance of being buried in consecrated ground.
163
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Perhaps this might suggest that in the 13th century some people still did not follow this
dogma, although, in my opinion, it seems unlikely. Nevertheless, the focus of the
prophecy is once more on our heroine and her future husband, Karlsefni, and
consequently, their descendants.
In conclusion, as proposed in chapter 2, from a literary perspective the function of
the prophecies found in the Vínland sagas seems to be to anticipate events, thus shifting
the audience’s attention from the ending to the whole plot. Moreover, these two passages,
albeit different, still share the same didactic message: enhancing Guðríðr’s lineage and
promoting Christianity. Once more, the spá serves the Christian authors in getting their
morals across.
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5. Spá as a historical source in the Vínland sagas
In the previous chapter, I have proposed two case studies in examining how prophecy is
used in the Vínland sagas as a literary device, in order to convey the authors’ didactic
messages. In this chapter, the same case studies are going to be analysed from a different
perspective. Although the prophetic episodes are narrative, they might still retain some
degree of historical accuracy, thus revealing some information about pre-Christian
practices and beliefs. As stated in the introduction, the Vínland sagas are arguably
products of the 12th and 13th century, although the story is set at the end of the 10th century.
This might encourage the reader to take the “pagan” motifs that are portrayed in these
sagas at face value by interpreting them as an accurate representation of practices and
beliefs of the Scandinavian pre-Christian religion. However, this would be incorrect
since, as stated above, the Vínland sagas outdate the events they portray by hundreds of
years; therefore, even if the memory of such beliefs survived to the 13th century, it was
probably altered to some degree by the Christian world-view and mostly turned into
superstition and folklore. Moreover, the scarcity of literary pre-Christian sources impedes
a comparison between our two case studies and 10th century written material.
Nevertheless, drawing on archaeological research and other textual sources, in this
chapter I will attempt to identify whether these two case studies can be considered to
some degree a valid source in the investigation of Scandinavian pre-Christian beliefs.
5.1 Case study 1: the völva of Eiríks saga Rauða, 4
The portrayal of Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva has been extensively studied in the hunt for
information about pre-Christian traditions. This episode proves interesting both because
it shows a detailed description of the völva and of her ritual performance, the spá. I will
first examine whether there is evidence that a similar figure to the völur of the sagas might
have existed in pre-Christian Scandinavia. Then I will analyse her spá in order to
determine if such a ritual was practiced, and, if so of what it consisted.
5.1.1 The figure of the völva
From the first text published on the subject in 1877 to the present day,164 scholars have
attempted to reconstruct a historical equivalent for the literary völva. Portrayals of völur
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in the sagas165 share several recurrent features which have been interpreted as the authors’
potential recollection of an actual pre-Christian völva.166 However, the similarities in
völur descriptions could be explained as belonging to a stereotypical literary motif, which
authors employed to entertain their audience with sensational characters. Moreover,
Jóhanna Friðriksdóttir has argued that it is improbable that saga authors from the 13th and
14th century would still retain memories of alleged pre-Christian beliefs that had been
eradicated after the Conversion.167
Nevertheless, archaeological research seems to support the connection between
the literary völva and the remembrance of a pre-Christian female figure. In Scandinavia,
female burials which share several of those recurrent traits described in the literary
portrayals have been discovered and which have therefore been identified as possible
völur graves. I will now examine those characterising details that are usually associated
with völur in the sagas and then examine how they are used in archaeological research to
identify potential völur graves.
First, staffs are associated with the völva to such extent that the word völva is
thought to be constructed on the Old Norse word völr, staff, roughly translating as “[colei
che è provvista di] una bacchetta” (“female-staff carrier”).168 Other objects are also
connected to this figure, such as the seiðhjallr, a platform, “slógu þá konur hring um
hjallinn, en Þorbjǫrg sat á uppi” (“Then the women formed a circle around the platform
and Þorbjǫrg sat on top of it”),169 the hásæti, a high seat, “var henni búit hásæti” (“A
high seat was built for her”),170 and the presence of belts with charms, “hon hafði um sik
hnjóskulinda, var þar á skjóðupungr mikill varðveitti hon þar í tǫfr sín” (“She had around
her waist a belt of wood, on which was a big skin-purse, and in it she kept her charms,
which she needed for her magic”).171 Secondly, the völur, according to the sagas, seemed
to have been held in great regards in pre-Christian time; upon Þorbjǫrg lítilvölva’s arrival,
special preparations are made to please her, “sem siðr var til, þá er við þess háttar konum
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skyldi taka” (“as it was the custom back then, when such a woman was invited”).172 The
völva is not treated as a commoner, and has to be honoured with special arrangements in
terms of furniture (i.e. the platform and the cushion stuffed of chicken feathers), and meals
(i.e. the hearts of each animal, which is especially noteworthy as the scene is set in a time
of famine). The importance of this figure in Eiríks saga Rauða is also shown through her
costly garments, such as a mantle ornated with precious stones, gloves of catskin, and a
hood of lambskin. Such valuable goods would certainly have required great expense to
be purchased and maintained. Overall, this would seem to indicate that the völur had a
high social status and that they were particularly wealthy.
Neil Price has proposed a pattern of identification for völur graves as a subset of
female burials in his PhD dissertation from 2002; under his system the presence of a staff
and narcotics are signs of a potential völur grave.173 This model was further developed by
Leszek Gardeła.174 The staff is particularly crucial in this identification, since as we have
seen above, there is a close connection between the völva and this object; Price has argued
that of 51 staffs which have been unearthed in Viking Age graves in Scandinavia, ten of
them might be representative of völur burials, seven inhumation and three cremation:
Birka graves Bj.760, Bj.660. Bj.834, Bj.845, Björkö, Uppland, Sweden; Ancient
monuments 59:2 and 59:3, Klinta, Köpings parish, Öland, Sweden; Aska, Hagebyhöga
parish, Östergötland, Sweden; Grave 4, Fyrkat cemetery, Jylland, Denmark; Ka. 294-296,
Bilkjholberget, Kaupang, Larvik k., Vestfold, Norway; The “Gausel queen”, Hetland
sogn, Rogaland, Norway; Oseberg on the Oslofjord, Vestfold, Norway (Figure 1). This
selection was made in terms of preservation of the finding and/or of the skeletal remains
accompanying the staff, and whether the burial context implied an association of the staff
with seiðr.175 I will now move on to analyse four of these ten burials from Sweden,
Denmark, and lastly Norway, which I consider to be the most relevant in investigating
the historicity of the völva.
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1: Birka graves Bj.760,
Bj.660. Bj.834, Bj.845,
Björkö, Uppland, Sweden.
2: Ancient monuments 59:2
and 59:3, Klinta, Köpings
parish, Öland, Sweden.
3: Aska, Hagebyhöga
parish, Östergötland,
Sweden.
4: Grave 4, Fyrkat cemetery,
Jylland, Denmark.
5: Ka. 294-296,
Bilkjholberget, Kaupang,
Larvik k., Vestfold,
Norway.
6: The “Gausel queen”,
Hetland sogn, Rogaland,
Norway.
7: Oseberg on the Oslofjord,
Vestfold, Norway.
Figure 1: Distribution of staff-graves in Scandinavia (map by
Wikimedia Commons, compiled by me).

First, on the island of Birka, Sweden, one of the discovered staff-burials is Bj.660,
an inhumation of a most-likely female body; since only the teeth survived the gender was
associated by the analysis of grave goods.176 The body was clothed in a Viking Age
conventional female costume, although the brooches that held a cloak in place were of an
unusual design that is only found in the wealthiest burials (Figure 2).177 This type of
brooch was most frequent in the early 10th century, thus likely placing this grave in that
timeframe.178 Moreover, the expensive and exotic grave goods, such as glass, indicate
that this woman was probably quite wealthy and belonged to the upper-class. Similarly,
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the female remains of Bj. 845, dated to 925-943 AD through a coin found among the
goods, were accompanied by costly goods and clothing (Figure 3). Most importantly, both
graves also share the presence of a staff presented in a similar manner: both staffs (Figure
4; Figure 5) were possibly placed in the hands of the corpses during the funerary
arrangement, as if they were meant to be ready to be used (Figure 6; Figure 7).

Figure 2: Artistic reconstruction of chamber-grave Bj.660
(after Price: 2019:87; drawing by Þórhallur Þráinsson).

Figure 3: Artistic reconstruction of
chamber- grave Bj.845 (after Price:
2019:97; drawing by Þórhallur Þráinsson).
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Figure 4: Iron fragments from the staff found in chamber-grave Bj.660 (rediscovered by Gardeła and
Andersson in 2012 in the Swedish History Museum; photographed by Gabriel Hilderbrand, Swedish
History Museum, Creative Commons).

Figure 5: Staff from chamber-grave Bj.845 (photographed by Harald Faith-Ell, Swedish History Museum,
Creative Commons).
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Figure 6: Plan of chamber-grave Bj.660 (field drawing by
Hjalmar Stolpe, ATA Stockholm, in the public domain).

Figure 7: Plan of chamber-grave
Bj.845 (field drawing by Hjalmar
Stolpe, ATA Stockholm, in the
public domain).

Thirdly, a similar grave dating to the late 10th century was found in Fyrkat,
Denmark. In comparison to the other graves in the Fyrkat graveyard, this female burial
contained the wealthiest clothes and grave goods (Figure 8).179 Once again, this would
seem to indicate that its occupant might have been of a certain social standing among her
peers. Among the grave goods, some objects indicate a possible connection to völur: the
clothes, an impression of a wooden staff, a chair-shaped pendant, and hundreds of
henbane seeds (Figure 9, Figure 10). Beside the importance of the staff that I have already
discussed above, research conducted on the clothes has revealed that they were blue with
a golden thread: similarly, the account from Eiríks saga Rauða reports that “hon hafði
yfir sér tuglamǫttul blán” (“She was wearing a blue cloak with a strap”);180 therefore
Gardeła has argued that this could provide information on the garments worn by supposed
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völur.181 Moreover, the chair-shaped pendant might be a representation of the particular
seating, hásæti, that the spá might have required.182 Such pendants have been also found
in other assumed female burials, such as in other Birka graves like Bj.968 (Figure 11),
and in some 10th and early 11th century hoards.183 However, archaeological research has
not found evidence of this type of seating nor of the seiðhjallr this hásæti might have
built upon, although this might be due to the short term function these structures had,
meaning they were only temporarily built for spá and then dismantled.184 In Eiríks saga
Rauða it is stated that “var henni búit hásæti” (“A high seat was built for her”)185 thus, in
my opinion, implying that it was a temporary structure. Moreover, this chair pendant was
probably hanging along with other objects from a belt, which Price argues to be closely
related to the belts worn by Sámi sorcerers.186 The henbane seeds prove interesting in this
context due to their narcotic properties, which might have been implemented in the spá,
as I will analyse below.

Figure 8 (left): Plan of
grave 4 at Fyrkat (after
Roesdahl: 1977:86; plan
by Orla Svedson).

Figure 9 (right): Artistic
reconstruction of grave 4
at Fyrkat (after Price:
2019:108; drawing by
Þórhallur Þráinsson).

Gardeła: 2016:74.
As it is narrated in Eiríks Saga Rauða, 4; Price: 2019:120.
183
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184
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Figure 9 (left):
Fragments from the
staff found in grave
Bj.968 (after
Roesdahl: 1977:100;
drawing by Fleming
Bau).

Figure 11 (right):
Silver chair pendant
from Birka grave 4 at
Fyrkat, obtained with
x-rays (photo by
Swedish History
Museum,Creative
Commons).

Lastly, in the Oseberg ship burial, in Norway, which is the richest Viking Age
burial ever discovered,187 skeletal remains were found belonging to two women.
Although it is unclear which one of them is the main occupant of the grave and who they
might be, it is evident that at least one of them belonged to the uppermost social class,
maybe even higher than royalty. Anne Stine Ingstad has argued, queens and kings were
never granted such opulent burials.188 Further research on the skeletal remains has
underlined their social standing, since it has shown that their diet mainly consisted of
meat instead of fish, which was more common in the area, and even used metal toothpicks
to clean their teeth, which was a luxury at the time.189 Overall, in the scope of this chapter,
in addition to the importance of at least one of the women, two staffs and cannabis seeds
were discovered among the lavish grave goods (Figure 12).
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Figure 10: Staffs from the Oseberg ship burial (after Christensen: 1993:126 and 134).

However, according to Price’s identification model, there have been no völur
graves yet found in Iceland. This has led some scholars, such as McKinnell, to conclude
that the lack of burials is connected with a lack of völur in Iceland.190 Nevertheless, rather
than completely rejecting their possible presence, I agree with Gardeła in arguing that
perhaps these kinds of burials were assembled in a different manner in Iceland,
specifically not including the staff, which is considered essential in the model proposed
by Price.191 Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that identifying possible völur
graves only on the means followed by Price, might entail leaving out a certain number of
other burials which could fit in the scope of this thesis. For example, Gardeła proposed
looking at the use of stones in burials as an alternative method to identify what he calls
graves of “ritual specialists”.192 His argument stands on the connection between stones
and magical practitioners. Several Old Norse written accounts, such as the
Íslendingasögur and the Landnámabók, report that stoning was a common type of capital
punishment for people associated with magic and that their bodies were often interred
covered by stones.193 For example, Laxdæla saga narrates of the death of the magic
practitioner Stígandi: “síðan berja þeir Stíganda grjóti í hel, ok þar var hann dysjaðr”
(“Afterwards they stoned Stígandi to death and there he was buried covered in stones”).194
The purpose of covering the dead in stones might have been to keep them in place, and
prevent them from coming back to haunt the living.195 Gardeła analyses several graves
that he considers probable ritual specialists’ burials: for example, the 9th century grave
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A505 from Trekroner-Grydehøj, Denmark. Of the three mixed gender skeletal remains
(two women and one man), the only well preserved one was of a woman, on top of which
large stones and a horse had been laid.196 Interestingly, the horse was also covered in
stones. What is remarkable about this grave in the scope of this chapter, is that the woman,
which is clearly the main occupant of this burial, was accompanied by several animal
sacrifices, grave goods, and by a unique bronze object shaped like an arrowhead (Figure
13); Gardeła, following Jens Ulriksen’s argument,197 has stated that this object could be
some kind of staff,198 although this claim is somewhat feeble in my opinion. Moreover,
the other two skeletons might have been sacrificial offerings, meant to accompany the
woman in her final resting place.199 The presence of potential sacrificial humans and
animals, in connection to the stones and an arguable staff, seems to suggest that this
woman could have been a ritual practitioner. Even if a connection with seiðr is dubious,
the animals and the grave goods indicate that this woman certainly belonged to the upper
social class.

Figure 11: Possible völva staff from grave A505
(after Ulriksen: 2011:178; photo by Cille Krause,
Roskilde Museum).
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In conclusion, I believe that the proposed evidence shows that there is a
connection between the literary völva and a high-status class of women from the 9th and
10th century. It would be hasty to argue that these women were actual völur and that they
behaved similarly to the saga accounts. However, in my opinion, the several similarities
between the archaeological evidence and the saga descriptions, such as the staff, wealth,
and social standing, indicate that the literary völva was at least constructed on the
recollection of a prominent group of pre-Christian women. Therefore, I think it is
acceptable to consider the völva portrayal of Eiríks Saga Rauða as an historical source of
a prominent class of women that existed during the 9th and 10th century, if cautiously put
in comparison with archaeological evidence. However, whether magical abilities were
ascribed to these women as they are attributed to the völur of the sagas is a question that
remains open.
5.1.2 The spá
I will now move on to the spá as portrayed in Eiríks Saga Rauða, to examine if such
rituals appear to have been practised in pre-Christian Scandinavia or if the spá was the
product of the saga authors’ imagination. First, we are told that “en um morgininn at
áliðnum degi var henni veittr sá umbúningr, sem hon þurfti at hafa til at fremja seiðinn.
Hon bað ok fá sér konur þær, er kynni fræði þat, sem til seiðsins þarf ok varðlokur hétu”
(“Later the next day, she was given those tools that she needed to perform seiðr. She
asked for women who knew those spells, which were needed for the seiðr and that are
called varðlokur”).200 As we have seen in the previous chapter, according to this source,
varðlokur are songs, which are intended to lure spirits into coming into contact with the
performer to give information or protection.201 The author does not give much insight into
this practice beside stating that “slógu þá konur hring um hjallinn, en Þorbjǫrg sat á uppi”
(“Then the women formed a circle around the platform and Þorbjǫrg sat on top of it”)202
and that through this action, many spirits were attracted to them. However, the platform
would have provided a separation between sacral space and non-sacral space, similar to
the pre-Christian vé that, in some instances, presents raised pavements or other types of
boundaries in order to separate the cult place from non-sacral space.203 In striking contrast
200
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with the detailed description of the völva, no information is given for the use of the staff
or of the words that might have composed the chant. Nevertheless, Strömbäck has argued
that the völva is in a shamanic trance during the spá, although I agree with Raudvere’s
argument that any reference to the völva’s soul or of her altered state of conscience are
absent from the text.204
Nevertheless, in the description of Þorbjǫrg it is mentioned that “hon hafði um sik
hnjóskulinda, ok var þar á skjóðupungr mikill, ok varðveitti hon þar í tǫfr sín, þau er hon
þurfti til fróðleiks at hafa” (“She had around her waist a belt of wood, on which was a big
skin-purse, and in it she kept her charms, which she needed for her magic”).205 In the
previous subchapter I mentioned that the Fyrkat Grave 4 and the Oseberg burial contained
intoxicating substances (henbane seeds and cannabis); in the context of the Fyrkat Grave
it is highly probable that the seeds were contained in a pouch hanging from a belt.206 This
could suggest that among the taufr, Þorbjǫrg might have had some kind of mind-altering
substance to provoke hallucinations to herself or perhaps to others as well. Therefore,
these findings,207 in connection with alleged völur graves, might indicate that narcotics
were somehow employed in actual pre-Christian rituals.208
In analysing seiðr, scholars argue that it closely recalls circumpolar shamanism.209
In particular, according to Price, there are many similarities between Old Norse seiðr and
the shamanistic belief of the Sámi, namely the use of elaborate costumes, assistance to
perform chants, a ritual platform or chair, and the presence of a staff.210 Thomas DuBois
has argued that there are also several differences: Sámi shamans tend to be male and they
are mostly concerned with healing, and less with spá.211 Moreover, drums play an
important role in circumpolar tradition, whereas they are completely absent in the Old
Norse tradition as far as we know.212 Overall, drawing from both perspectives, it appears
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that Norse shamanism shared elements with circumpolar shamanism213 but also had its
own distinct characteristics.
In conclusion, I think that the portrayal of the spá of Eiríks Saga Rauða cannot be
taken at face value, for it outdates the narration of the events by hundreds of years.
Nevertheless, in my opinion, the figure of the völva and the description of the ritual cannot
just be a product of the author’s imagination since some details are shown to have an
equivalent in other sources. For example, the reference to the taufr, implying perhaps
narcotics, has an equivalent in grave findings, even though the function of such taufr can
only be guessed; the similarity between the description of the spá and some aspects of the
circumpolar tradition shows in my opinion that the author had some recollection of preChristian practices and he was somewhat familiar with Sámi beliefs, since in secular laws
there are regulations about consulting the Sámi to obtain spá.214 Overall, we cannot say
whether rituals like the spá of Eiríks Saga Rauða were actually performed, but in my
opinion its saga representation is a mixed product of the echo of ancient belief and of
some degree of familiarity with the neighbouring shamanism.
5.2 Case study 2: the prophetic undead of Grænlendinga saga, 5, and Eiríks saga
Rauða, 6
I will now move on to examine whether there was a historical concern regarding draugr
in pre-Christian Scandinavia. As we have seen in the previous chapter, according to
McCreesh, undead were popular in Old Norse literature; this tradition originated in preChristian times in the form of the draugr,215 and then developed into a new motif after
the Christianisation. Terry Gunnell has argued that the folklore regarding draugr survived
in Iceland to the end of the 18th century, and that the general idea was that people did not
really die, but were rather asleep, and therefore could potentially be awoken.216 Overall,
it seems like the superstition surrounding the draugr was deeply rooted in Icelandic
folklore, but this element alone does not tell us whether people actually feared that the
dead could come back. As we move forward, we must keep in mind that the literary
accounts of this tradition, such as the one of Grímhildr/Sigríðr in the Vínland sagas, were
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implemented to entertain the audience and should not be fully trusted. However, by
comparing these accounts with other sources, I will attempt to examine whether people
actually feared that the dead might rise and come back to haunt the living, as
Grímhildr/Sigríðr does.
In chapter 3, I discussed the concept of útiseta, which consisted of sitting outside,
possibly with the purpose of gaining knowledge. As we have seen, this practice seems to
have been strongly related to the god Óðinn and his ability to raise the dead. Likewise,
legal codes forbid the practice of útiseta because it was a pre-Christian tradition that
needed to be eradicated, and because perhaps this practice entailed waking up the
deceased. Out of the six entries present in secular codes from the 13th century, beside the
simpler form “at sitja uti” (“to sit outside”), we find the more specific “sitr uti ok væckir
troll upp” (“to sit outside and wake up trolls”).217 In the context of útiseta in connection
to Óðinn’s abilities, the term troll could be interpreted as dead, meaning that it was
forbidden to sit by a burial mound to wake up the dead. Moreover, in Norway, the 7th
century Eggja runestone shows an early example of warning for this kind of behaviour;
according to Ottar Grønvik, the last lines of the inscription “ni [witi] manR, nôkðan is na
wrinR, ni wiltiR mænnR lægi[s]” (“Do not seek who calls the naked corpse forth, nor
insane man, this place of rest”)218 are meant to protect the grave from people that might
attempt to destroy it, although not for the sake of destruction itself, but in order to call the
dead forth.219 If the interpretation of the runestone is correct, then útiseta might actually
have been practiced before the Conversion. Furthermore, it shows that there was an actual
concern that someone might have compelled the dead to come out of his grave.
Archaeological research also shows particular burial methods that scholars have
argued to be connected to the fear of draugr. As we have already seen in the previous
subchapters, some Viking Age inhumations present the skeletal remains covered by
stones of various size. This mortuary behaviour has been interpreted as the desire of the
people to pin down the deceased, in order to prevent a possible resurrection and
consequent haunting.220 On the other hand, other scholars argue that the purpose of such
e.g. Ældre Borgarþinglǫg-Christenret, II, 25, Keyser, Munch: 1846:I:362; Ældre BorgarþinglǫgChristenret, III, 22, in Keyser, Munch: 1846:I:372; Johanssen: 2010:245.
218
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action was to keep the dead in their grave not out of fear of a comeback, but because the
proximity of their spirit might have been considered beneficial to the community.221
However, it is important to keep in mind that there is no coherence within Viking Age
burials. Even if several stone graves have been discovered in Scandinavia, it does not
mean that they all held the same meaning nor purpose to the people that made them.222
Therefore, different interpretations might apply to different burials.
Nevertheless, if the custom of placing stones on the bodies is of dubious
interpretation, it is quite certain that people were advised to pierce the corpses in order to
keep them in place. In Gulaþingslǫg, it is reported that while a priest is away the corpse
should be interred and upon his return “þa scal staura niðr a kistu oc steypa helgu vatne
i” (“then shall drive down a stake in the coffin and pour holy water on it”).223 Likewise,
in Eiríks saga Rauða, after Þorsteinn Eiríksson has delivered his message, Guðríðr and
Þorsteinn svartr “skyldi setja staur upp af brjósti inum dauða, en síðan… hella þar í vígðu
vatni” (“set a stake in the chest of the dead, and then… pour holy water there”).224 In my
opinion, this suggests that staking the bodies and then pouring holy water on them might
have been a commonly used procedure in preventing draugar.
Overall, in my opinion, the belief in the undead existed well before the Conversion
and it was preserved as superstition all the way to the 18th century. In conclusion, the
Vínland sagas have a narrative function but can also provide some information about preChristian beliefs if carefully compared to other sources.
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6. Conclusion
In the course of these chapters we have explored two aspects of spá, that is how it is used
as a narrative device and whether people actually believed it could be obtained and, if so,
how. With this analysis in mind, it is now time to draw parallels between the first two
chapters and the last two.
In chapter 2, we have seen that foreshadowing is a literary technique that can be
expressed in the form of prefiguration or anticipation. The prefiguration foreshadowing
creates a parallel between two episodes of the story that happen at different times, whereas
the anticipation foreshadowing reveals in advance the development of the plot. Overall,
authors use foreshadowing to increase the narrative tension and redistribute the interest
of their audience over the entire plot. Moreover, foreknowledge can be used to give
didactic messages to the reader, especially regarding the forthcoming of the Christian
religion. In chapter 4, I have analysed the use of foreknowledge in the Vínland sagas. As
a result, we have observed that the type of foreshadowing that is used is the spá, the
prophecy, conveyed by the völva in chapter 4 of Eiríks saga Rauða and by the undead
Þorsteinn Eiríksson in both chapter 5 of Grænlendinga saga and chapter 6 of Eiríks saga
Rauða. Both the völva and the undead reveal information in advance about future events
in Guðríðr Þorbjarnardóttir’s life. Furthermore, this technique is used to teach the reader
the importance of Christianity over the old religion by confronting pagan and Christian
elements, such as the old völva, whose life is almost over, and Guðríðr who has a bright
future ahead of her and her descendants. Therefore, the Vínland sagas fit in the theory of
foreshadowing proposed in chapter 2, since they reveal knowledge in advance through
the anticipation technique of prophecy and give a didactic message to their reader.
Moreover, the importance of fate in connection to one’s fate is also stressed. As we have
seen in chapter 2, it is of the uttermost importance to follow one’s fate since it is the way
to preserve a good name and honour. Consequently, when Þorsteinn Eiríksson tells
Guðríðr her future, which reveals dramatic information such as the death of her third
husband, she accepts it gracefully, and goes on to marry Þorfinnr Karlsefni and fulfil
everything that was predicted to her. Therefore, knowing her future in advance does not
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upset the character and as stated by Hallberg it gives her “ett slags inre frihet och glädje”
(“a sort of inner freedom and joy”).225
Moving on, in chapter 3 I examined whether an actual belief in spá existed in preChristian Scandinavia and, in that case, how it could be obtained. I therefore analysed
secular legal codes, since they tend to avoid fanciful narrative device; moreover, if a law
was implemented it means that at a certain point in time people felt that such a regulation
was needed. Through my analysis, I arrived at the conclusion that legal codes do not
explain how spá and related practices were performed, nor demonstrate if they were
performed at all. However, a clear description might be lacking since people were familiar
with such practices. Moreover, the quantity of regulations that are recorded in such codes
shows that at a certain period of time, people were concerned that someone might try to
obtain spá, especially from the Sámi. Likewise, in chapter 5, I analysed the spá episodes
of the Vínland sagas to investigate whether more information about an actual preChristian belief in spá, and supernatural figures related to it could be found. First, I
focused on the character of the völva, whose figure is not recurrent in legal codes.
However, other Íslendingasögur tell of this character, although this could just be
interpreted as a recurring literary motif. I then analysed the description of the völva in
connection to archaeological evidence which has shown that it is acceptable to argue that
this figure finds its counterpart in an actual social class of women that was prominent in
the 9th and 10th centuries, even though it is not feasible to say whether magical abilities
were attributed to these women or not.
Likewise, in chapter 5, I examined the figure of the draugr as portrayed in the
Vínland sagas to discuss whether people might have actually feared that the dead might
rise from their resting place. Overall, the legal code Gulaþingslǫg reports that among
other precautions, people should stake the dead body and then pour holy water on them
to prevent the dead from turning into a draugr. Similarly, as we have seen in Eiríks saga
Rauða it is reported that Guðríðr and Þorsteinn svartr followed these instructions while
dealing with the deceased. Moreover, archaeological research has shown that bodies are
often found interred covered in stones, perhaps in order to pin them down out of the
concern that they might come back. Therefore, as I have argued in chapter 5, it is my
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opinion that there was a belief that the dead might rise both in pre-Christian Scandinavia
and afterwards due to the similarities between legal regulations, saga accounts, and the
archaeological evidence.
In the course of this thesis, I have addressed the use of spá in the Vínland sagas
as narrative device and historical source independently from one another. However, when
put in connection with each other they do not have the same weight in the two sagas.
Since the Vínland sagas are narrative products, the first and foremost function of spá is
textual since it is always employed in order to convey information about the development
of the plot or a didactic message. The elements that I took into consideration in examining
pre-Christian traditions are mainly used in the Vínland sagas as literary devices.
However, this does not mean that they are necessarily made up: as argued in subchapter
5.2, the draugr is a manifestation of a historical concern although its main function in the
Vínland sagas is to entertain the audience by creating a sensational episode. Likewise,
the same can be said for spá: it is mainly used as a literary feature, but still secular laws
attest that an actual concern towards this practice existed at some point. Therefore, the
Vínland sagas are a good source for investigating pre-Christian practices. As we have
discussed in chapter 5, the connections to legal codes and archaeological evidence argue
in favour of the supernatural figures portrayed in the Vínland sagas finding an actual
counterpart in folk beliefs and superstitions. My argument is that the main purpose of the
Vínland sagas was not to inform the reader about historical figures and practices but to
use these folk beliefs as an instrument to create sensational episodes. For example,
Þorsteinn Eiríksson’s main function is to entertain the audience and deliver the spá which
is needed to give foreknowledge in Grænlendinga saga and to convey a didactic message
in Eiríks saga Rauða. At the same time, the reader is also informed about how to deal
with an undead by staking it and pouring holy water on it; as we have seen, this practice
is recorded in Gulaþingslǫg. People that were familiar with this practice would have just
been interested in this episode by a literary standpoint. Therefore, although the events
may be dramatized, there is no reason to doubt that the incidental details (such as the
völva’s costume, ritual, etc.) are themselves sensationalized. Overall, while spá is mainly
used in the Vínland sagas as literary device, it also proves to be a valuable source in
investigating pre-Christian beliefs.
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